A durational modelling technique is proposed for CDHMM-based connected digit recognition. This reduces the insertion error rate, which is typically the most frequent recognition error observed when no grammar constraint is applied. Insertion emors can be attributed in part to the acknowledged weakness of the acoustic models for accurate temporal modeling of speech signals. Two forms of durational model are investigated an expanded-state model and an explicit model. Both fonns of model significantly reduce the number of insertion errors and hence the digit suing error rate. A modification to the explicit model which also accounts for speaking rate is described.
INTRODUCTION
HMMs provide a powerful framework for modeling time-varying signals such as speech. Both the acoustic and durational propeIties of speech sounds are modelled as separate stochastic processes thus ensuring effective modelling of both sources of variability.
A well known weakness of conventional HMMs is that the inherent modelling of the durations of different acoustic regions is undistic. Within the conventional HMM the probability Pi(d) of staying in state i for d frames is given by the geometrically decreasing distribution Pi(& = uii (1 -uii) where the free parameter a, is the self-loop transition probability for state i. This has disastrous consequences when HMMs are applied to connected word tasks: during the matching process. word strings where the associated models have short state durations, tend to be favoured over competing strings with fewer words but longer state durations.
This effect can be observed in a connected digit recognition task with no grammar consmints where the number of insertion mors greatly exceeds that of deletions and substitutions. The disproportionately high insertion error rate can be partly attributed to inaccurate durational modelling by the digit HMMs.
It has been shown that state durations are more accurately desuibed by a gamma distribution peaking at a duration of several frames 111 and a well known technique to extend the HMM formalism to more accurately model such distributions is the hidden semi-MarkOv model [2] [3] . This incorporates t e m p d properties into the HMM framework with parameters that can be trained using a modified Baum-Welch algorithm. Figure 1 where a state is replaced by a 3-state ensemble. The transition probabilities al to &j of the multi-state system effectively become parameters of a duration distribution and can be estimated using standard techniques. A probability distribution Pi(d), of duration d for state i, is modelled by the system in Figure 1 in the following way: The baseline isolated recogniser has an accuracy of 96.02% at a 95% confidence interval of 21.10%. Performance fi,pres for the baseline connected recogniser are shown in Table 1 (abbreviations "sub", "del" and "ins" referring to substitution, deletion and insertion emrs respectively). 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Recognition experiments were performed for isolated and connected digit tasks. In both cases the recognition vocabulary consisted of words one to nine, zero, nought, oh and double. A simple baseline model topology of &state. 7-mode, left-to-right with no skips was chosen for the connected and isolated vocabulary models. The same singlestate line noise model was used for both tasks as durational modelling was applied to vocabulary models only. The acoustic features were generated by a standard cepstralbased front end at a 16ms frame interval.
EXPANDED-STATE DURATION MODEL
Three expanded-state topologies, shown in Figure 2 , are examined. In (a) each state is replaced by a 2-state system 3 durational parameters per state. The system in (b) is a secondorder HMM [5] and the 3-state expansion (c) has 6 free parameters. The results are shown in Table 2 . Each form of duration model greatly improves the unconstrained connected-digit word accuracy. The 2-state system gives best results -although it may be that the 3-state system is undertrained on this mining set. Table 2 : Results for expanded-state duration models.
In Figure 3 baseline and expanded-state duration distributions are plotted for a typical state. This illustrates how the improved durationai model of the expanded-state systems peak at durations greater than one frame. It is interesting to compare these with the explicitly estimated duration probabilities shown in Figure 5. 
De-emphasising acoustic likelihoods
In practice the temporal modelling effect within CDHMM-based recognition tends to be over-shadowed by the spectral model. A convenient mechanism to emphasise the temporal model is to apply an appropriate exponent weight, often r e f d to as the stream weight, to the state output Wlih00ds PI.
In Figure 4 the system stream weight is varied for connected recognition with the expanded-state models -when a stream weight of 1.0 corresponds to the figures in Table 2 . system. This may be due to the effects of combining pdfs with probability dismbutions for normalised-state and word penalties respectively.
EXPLICIT DURATION MODEL

CONCLUSION
Two duration models, the expanded-state and explicit duration model, were investigated. Both models greatly improve connected digit recognition performance.
The best expanded-state model (following optimisation) is the secondsrda HMM. This increased unconstrained digit accuracy from 77.0% to 80.6% with further improvement to 87.0% by adjusting the balance of temporal and acoustic models. The most effective explicit dnration models used combined state and word duration penalties. The normalised-state and word form of explicit model increases c o~e c t e d digit accuracy from 77.0% to 86.2%.
Applying a weight improves this to 86.4% -funher gains may result from an alternative weighting strategy.
